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Respondents categories 
B. 

Among 850, the students of B.A. course B.A. 

B.Sc. responded to this survey are the highest i.e. 
B.Sc. 

B.Com B.Com. 44%. The number of students responded to 
M.A. M.A. 

this survey of B.Sc. course are 29%, B.Com.-

M.com. 06%, M.A.-09%, M.Sc.-9% & B.Ed-02% 
M.Sc. M.Sc. 
M.Com. 
B.Ed. 
Ph.D. B.Ed. respectively. 

Ph.D. 

Part I 

Parameters Responses Analysis 

1. Depth of course content including project if any The 83% students responded that the depth of | 
course content is very good. The 12% 

a) Very Good (g HU) Very Good 
Good students said it good, whereas 04% students 

b) Good (3Hon 
Satisfactory replied it satisfactory. 

c) Satisfactory (HiatusaT) Unsatisfactory 
d) Unsatisfactory (37HaTYTaa) 

2. Extent of the coverage of the course The 82% students replied that the extent of 
the coverage of their course is very good. 

a) Very Good (TE 31TE) Very Good 
The 13 % responded it as good and 04% 

Good b) Good (3HE) 
Satisfactory replied it satisfactory. 

c) Satisfactory (Heuar5) 
Unsatisfactory 

d) Unsatisfactory (HHGYT) 



3. Relevance of additional source material (Library) 
As for as the relevance of additional source 

a) Very Good (g HTo) material from library and other sources are 

b) Good (To) Very Good concerned that 83% responded it very good, 
c) Satisfactory (HatYTET) Good 11% replied it good, 02% replied it 

satisfactory 
d) Unsatisfactory (rHhYsTa5) Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

|4. Extent of the facilities available to the students 
The 82% students responded that the extent 

a) Very Good (g 3o) 

b) Good (3Ho) 

c)Satisfactory (HiaTYA) 

of the facilities available to the students is 

Very Good very good, the 12% replied it good, 04% 

Good said it satisfactory. 

d) Unsatisfactory (3HiUTas) Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

5. Overall rating 
a) Very Good ( 3E) The 86% students responded that overall 

b) Good (HTN) rating of the institution is very good, 10% 

c)Satisfactory (HatYTAT) Very Good replied it good whereas 03% said it 
d) Unsatisfactory (37HiaTTTAT) satisfactory. Good 

Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 



Part-II 

1. Knowledge base of the teacher (as perceived by 
you) 

The 82% students responded that knowledge 

base of the teacher is very good, 12 % said it 

Very Good good, whereas 04% replied satisfactory. 
Good 

a) Very Good (g 3E 
Satisfactory 

b) Good (3Eo) 
Unsatisfactory 

c) Satisfactory (HatYte) 

d) Unsatisfactory (3ticUTTT) 

2. Communication skill (in term of the aticulation 
and comprehensibility) The 85% students responded that the 

communication skill of the teachers is very 

aherorkre) Very Good good, 11% replied it good, 03% said it 

Good 
a) Very Good (Tg EE) satisfactory. 

Satisfactoy 
b) Good (3Eo) Unsatisfactory 

c) Satisfactory (HETUer 
d) Unsatisfactory (3HatYTT) 

| 3. Sincerity/ commitment of the teacher The 86 % students replied that the sincerity 

and commitment of the teachers is very good, 
a) Very Good (ga FTU Very Good 

10% replied it good, whereas 03% students 

b) Good (E) Good 

Satisfactory replied it satisfactory. 
c)Satisfactory (HiatuTaT) 
d) Unsatisfactory (3tiaituTam) 

Unsatisfactory 



4. Interest generated by the teacher 
The 85% students replied that interest of 

a) Very Good (g To) subject generated by the teacher is very good, 
b) Good (3HU) Very Good 12% said it good, whereas 02% replied it Good 
c) Satisfactory (HiatusaT) 

d) Unsatisfactory (HHatYTTs) 
satisfactory. Satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

5. Ability to design quizzes/ Test/ assignment and 
project to evaluate students understanding of the The 83% students responded that Ability to 
course. 

design quizzes/ Test/ assignment and project 

Very Good to evaluate students understanding of the 
Good 

a) Very Good (7 3EN course of teachers is very good and 11% said 
Satisfactory 

b) Good (HTa) it good whereas 04 % said it satisfactory. Unsatisfactory 

c)Satisfactory (HT) 
d) Unsatisfactory (HtaTTem) 

Part-II 
|1. The syllabus of each course was 

The 85% students replied that the syllabus of 

a) Adequate (zTt) 

b) Inadequate (THTE) 

each course was adequate; the 10% said it 

a) Adequate 
b) Inadequate 
c) Challenging 

d) Dull 

inadequate. 

c)Challenging (tryo 
d) Dull (HTdH) 



2. How much of the syllabus was covered in the 
class? The 84% student responded that their 

syllabus was covered from 85-100% by the 
a) 85-100% 
b) 70-80% 
c) 55-70% 
d) Less than 55% 

a) 85-100% 
b) 70-80% 

concerned departments. The 11% students 

responded that their sylabus was covered 
c)55-70% 

from 70-80%. The 4% students responded 
d) Less than 55% 

that their syllabus was covered from 55-70% 

by the concemed departments. 

3. How will did the teacher prepare for the class? 

a) Poorly (faga a) 
b) Thoroughly (UiTan) 
c) Satisfactory (HatuTTT) 

The 82% students replied that the teacher 
prepare for the class thoroughly, 11% said it 

a) Poorly 
b) Thoroughly 
c) Satisfactory 

d) Indifferently 

satisfactor whereas 03% said it poorly. 

d Indifferently (3arklaTaT) 

4. How helpful was teacher in advising? 
The 86% students responded that the teacher 

a) Very helpful 
a) Very helpful (TT 37atH 
b) Sometime helpful (gE FAT U 3TT) 

c) Not at all helpful (faag 3uuoht ae) 

d) Did not advise (TTHT T TETT a dan 

in advising was very helpful, 09% said that 

b) Sometime 
helpful 

their help was sometime helpful and 04% | 
said it that teachers are not helpful at all in 

c) Not atall 

helpful advising. 
d) Did not advise 



5. Internal assessment was 

The 83% students responded that their 
a) Always fair a) Always fair (HdaI 3fta) 

b) Sometime unfair (53-7t 3gfa 
c)Usually fair (UT: 3f 

d) Sometime fair (at-at 3fda) 

internal assessment was always fair, 12% 

students said it usually fair and 01% students b) Sometime 
unfair said it sometime fair, whereas 04% replied it 

c)Usually fair sometime unfair. 

d) Sometime fair 
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